Senior Dunsmore dies of heart attack

BY SCOTT CALVERT

Dunsmore was an accomplished student athlete who was also very involved in the university community.

Police arrest accused rapist

BY ADAM HELMAN

The Philadelphia Police Department arrested the suspect after receiving a report.

Union coach Al Bagnoli to head Quaker football

By JOHN DE PAULO

The position of head football coach at Penn.

Student reports rape in campus residence

By ADAM HELMAN

The university's response to the reported incident.

Department changes name to Asian-Middle Eastern Studies

Melissa Ferguson and Jordana Hosh

The new name of the department and its implications.

Camping issues discussed

By LUKE TAYLOR

The demands for better facilities and the impact on the student experience.

They're Baaaack!

By JEFFREY HERNSTEIN

The return of popular topics and issues.

Police arrest accused rapist

BY ADAM HELMAN

The latest update on the investigation and the suspect's arrest.

The release states the University and Penn's Chapter of the National Fraternity's Code of Conduct, Alcohol and Hazing.

Student reports rape in campus residence

OFC declares newly-elected president, TEP brother Forbush ineligible for position

By JEFFREY HERNSTEIN

The decision and its implications.

TPF serve semester suspension for hazing and alcohol violations

By JEFFREY HERNSTEIN

The sanctions imposed on the fraternity and the reasons behind it.

Student reports rape in campus residence

The response of the university and the steps taken to address the incident.

The release states the University and Penn's Chapter of the National Fraternity's Code of Conduct, Alcohol and Hazing.

Student reports rape in campus residence

The investigation and the results.

Police arrest accused rapist

The suspect's identity and the circumstances of the arrest.

The release states the University and Penn's Chapter of the National Fraternity's Code of Conduct, Alcohol and Hazing.

Student reports rape in campus residence

The response of the university and the steps taken to address the incident.
null
Council votes against committee additions

Student members of University Council overwhelmingly voted against adding voting seats to the committee that handles student affairs.

Council members overwhelmingly rejected a motion of the by-laws of their December meeting that would have increased the number of faculty on the Board of Managers to include students.

University Council member said the revision would mean "more faculty influence on student affairs." Council members voted to add two faculty members to the committee on a 10-1 vote.

Acacia signs probation agreement in photo case

Acacia has agreed to a two-year probation agreement with the University in connection with a photo incident involving the removal of clothing by student residents.

The agreement, released by OFSA and Acacia's alumni corporation, states that the fraternity cannot maintain formal relations with the university until June 1991, and that the chapter's president and any of its members convicted of a crime will be dismissed. The chapter must submit an annual report regarding its activities to OFSA, and must agree to be approved annually by the university's Board of Managers.

The photo incident involved the removal of clothing by student residents, which followed a common pattern.

Police arrest alleged rapist

Woodard was charged with rape, assault, sexual battery, burglary and several other charges.

The police said Woodard's fingerprints have been found at the scene of two robberies in the Hill District, as well as at the site of the 46th and Spruce incident.

The man later specialized in the murder of violence, including a number of other Philadelphia residences.
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"GIMME A SPRING BREAK"

FIND AN APARTMENT AND WIN A SPRING BREAK VACATION*

GRAND PRIZE: A TRAVEL VOUCHER VALUED AT $800.00 FROM APPLE VACATIONS*
SECOND PRIZE: CAVANAUGH’S RESTAURANT “MURDER ON THE BROADWAY LIMITED”
THIRD PRIZE: A DINNER FOR TWO AT O’HARAS FISH HOUSE VALUE FOR TWO AT $75.00
FOURTH PRIZE: A $50.00 GIFT FOR UNIVERSITY SPORTSWEAR

UCA Realty Group knows how important finding the right apartment for next year is to you. So take a few minutes to call or stop by any of our rental properties to receive information regarding our wide selection of apartments and availabilities. With a visit to any of our properties, you’ll automatically be entered into our “GIMME A SPRING BREAK” sweepstakes with prizes galore.

GOOD LUCK AND BON VOYAGE!

* Deadline for “GIMME A SPRING BREAK” sweepstakes is 5 PM, February 21, 1992. Drawings for all awards will be at 11 am, February 24, 1992 at UCA Realty Group Offices located at 3900 Chestnut St.
SETTLEMENT BETWEEN TEP AND THE UNIVERSITY

Statement regarding settlement

On December 7, 1991 the Office of Fraternity and Sorority Affairs (OFSAA), representing the University of Pennsylvania, and the Tau Epsilon Phi National Fraternity reached a mutual agreement on the conduct of the fraternity's chapter at the University.

The National Fraternity's guidelines require that an informal report of an alleged violation be made to OFSA. Additionally, all chapters are expected to participate in a formal interfraternity education program sponsored by OFSA. At the end of the Spring 1991 semester, such an informal report was made to OFSA by a student alleging that hazing had occurred in TEP's chapter at the University. The Tau Epsilon Phi chapter at the University did not report this potential violation to OFSA.

The National Fraternity, in accordance with its national standards, requires that the Tau Epsilon Phi chapter at the University must be placed on social probation. In addition to this, the Tau Epsilon Phi chapter at the University will be expected to abide by the following requirements.

1. The chapter shall implement a formal social probation program.
2. The chapter's social activities shall be subject to the approval of the Fraternity's national organization.
3. The chapter shall provideOFSA with complete and accurate records of all social activities.
4. The chapter shall cooperate fully with OFSA in the investigation of any alleged violation.
5. The chapter shall ensure that all members of the chapter are familiar with the University's policies and procedures regarding social activities.

I. The chapter is required to take action against all members of the chapter whose conduct contributed to the violation.
2. The chapter is required to support OFSA's efforts to enforce the chapter's probationary status.
3. The chapter is required to take action against all members of the chapter whose conduct contributed to the violation.
4. The chapter is required to support OFSA's efforts to enforce the chapter's probationary status.
5. The chapter is required to take action against all members of the chapter whose conduct contributed to the violation.

The purpose of preparing an application to reestablish the chapter is to ensure that all members of the chapter are familiar with the University's policies and procedures regarding social activities.
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Newspaper
The Philadelphia Inquirer

Happy New Year!

Scene Around

For many of us, graduation time is bearing down like a mounting, bug-eyed octopus. What are you going to do? The best solution is a job, or at least part-time work.

Stepping On The Big Man's Toes

The Dn family Inquirer did say we were "in this year."

Advice for the Unemployed

For many of us, graduation time is bearing down like a mounting, bug-eyed octopus. What are you going to do? The best solution is a job, or at least part-time work.

Step Six: The Interview.

John Lennon

Nocturnal Noise

The Editor

This letter is in response to a column by Joan Rivers, "Night...Sleeping Make-Outs." Rivers goes on to discuss the problem of nocturnal noises. She mentions that there are often problems with noise on college campuses. Rivers also suggests that college administrations should be concerned with this issue.

Michael Scilly is a Wharton junior and the Editorial Page Editor of The Daily Pennsylvanian.

Policy on Submissions

The Daily Pennsylvanian welcomes comments from the University community in the form of guest columns and letters in the interest of fostering an open dialogue. All letters must be submitted electronically to the editor, and all contributors are expected to compose their own submissions. While the editor welcomes comments from all members of the University community, we reserve the right to edit or decline any submission.

Letter to the Editor

Joan Rivers in her column, "Night...Sleeping Make-Outs," discusses the problem of nocturnal noises as a concern on college campuses. She argues that college administrations should be more concerned with this issue.

Food for Thought

To the Editor:

The Pennsylvania Inquirer is to be commended for the responsible and informative coverage of the Harrisburg, PA, parade and celebrations on New Year's Eve. The Inquirer is to be commended for the use of clear and concise language in the coverage of the events.

Indeed the DP is correct. Let's continue in this vein.

DONALD JACOBS
Executive Director

Hospitaility Services
Rendell calls for change in city

By MELISSA FRAGNITO
Staff writer

Edward Rendell emphasized the need for change in Philadelphia during his inauguration as mayor of the city today.

Throughout his inaugural address, Rendell called for a creative, innovative, and grassroots approach to the issues facing Philadelphia.

"We have put off difficult choices for too long," Rendell said last week. "That's why I admired him so much, because he was willing to make those choices, no matter how painful." He pointed out how the city "stands on the brink of total disaster" without the need for change.

"Change must surely come," he said. "We have put off difficult choices for too long. We have to be met in order to bring chance to the city." He asked those involved in city government to give up the "old way of doing things," and City Council members to look at the reality of the city's finances and not just the political realities.

"The only way to say," Root said Friday. "He also said, "And lead in to-..."
The first 150 customers to purchase Jansport products will receive a "ONE LIFE - ONE PLANET" canvas tote bag FREE!!!! (Retail value $10.95) Offer valid Jan. 13 - Jan. 22, 1991
Assistant Marketing Managers and Assistant Product Managers
Full-time and Summer Positions

Help yourself to a great career.

You were born to create.
To mastermind inspired solutions to challenging marketing problems. And now you're hungry for a career that lets you indulge in your talent for strategic thinking. And dynamic implementation.

Relax. Microsoft has the formula for your success.
From day one, we'll give you room to grow. And contribute. With no obstacles. No buttoned-down mentality.

As an Assistant Marketing Manager for the seminar group, you will be responsible for successfully conducting seminars for small and medium businesses. You will present products, discuss case studies, and conduct interactive question and answer sessions.
Your input into the structure and content of the seminars is given on a regular basis. There are frequent points of contact and collaboration with other groups at Microsoft.

As an Assistant Product Manager, you'll assist in the development and implementation of marketing plans and programs for a Microsoft product. You'll communicate strategic ideas to product marketing, channel marketing, corporate communications, and the sales force.
You'll pursue strategic alliances with OEMs (original equipment manufacturers) and ISVs (independent software vendors), and assist with new product introductions, demonstrations, seminars, and educational programs.
If you consider impacting the future of personal computing your birthright, come talk with us at our On-campus Interviews. We'd like to help nurture your ambition.
We are an equal opportunity employer and are working toward a more culturally diverse workplace.

Microsoft

On-campus Interviews
Monday, February 24, 1992 • Full-time and Summer
Assistant Marketing Managers and Assistant Product Managers
See your Career Center for details.
CONTRACEPTIVE NEWS...FOR WOMEN ONLY!

Q. My girlfriend and I have been talking about birth control options. All the answers are complicated and confusing. What do you suggest that is SIMPLE?

A. Just remember these three simple letters, V.C.F., and your question is answered. It doesn't stand for any confusing facts, but rather Vaginal Contraceptive Film.

V.C.F. is probably the simplest form of birth control that you can buy today. All you have to do is:

1. Fold V.C.F. over and insert like a tampon.
2. It begins to dissolve in a matter of seconds.
3. No need to worry about removing V.C.F. because there is nothing to remove.

Each package of V.C.F. contains an effective amount of non-oxynol 9, the leading spermicide recommended by doctors.

Watch for V.C.F. CONTRACEPTIVE NEWS at all CVS and TRIPLET drug stores. Use only as directed.

Do it. Paint it. Play it. Plié it.

If you're trying to get rid of something, try selling it through our classified ads. It's an easy way to get some exposure and all it takes is a phone call.

If you need additional information please contact:
Assignments Office
3901 Locust Walk
High Rise North
898-5271

---

SECOND SEMESTER ROOM CHANGE FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutual Trade/Room Change</th>
<th>January 16 - 17</th>
<th>January 16 - 17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.</td>
<td>10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCATION</td>
<td>Assignments Office 3901 Locust Walk High Rise North</td>
<td>Assignments Office 3901 Locust Walk High Rise North</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take my wife, please.

If you're trying to get rid of something, try selling it through our classified ads. It's an easy way to get some exposure and all it takes is a phone call.

Take my wife, please.

If you're trying to get rid of something, try selling it through our classified ads. It's an easy way to get some exposure and all it takes is a phone call.

Offense sputters in defeat

Lowe, from page 14

end and when it comes down on the offensive end, you have to make
goal choices," Drabu added. "We made a couple of bad choices in
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Meanwhile, the Tigers were hot,

Penn senior center
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KUCCOR, from page 14

Matt Eastwick, who burned Penn

with three three-pointers in Sunday's loss.

Penn senior Vince Curran steals the

ball at midcourt. There was no one

around to receive the pass but almost

invariably manages to control the

game's tempo. To win against a Car- 

tage team, you have to beat it at its

own game. I, players who could

in like the Ancient Eight.

his right knee.

American Heart 
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call.

60 great classes for adults, 32 great classes for kids.

from Acting to Astrology. Meanwhile in Math, Art, Poetry and Ballet and Bring your friends, family and faculty. It's time to choose your courses quite easy to see that this is the best year for a

Penn senior center
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Milobsky returns to Quakers tonight

Rounded by 50 feet before being selected in the first round last February, Milobsky was a 6-7 transfer from Tufts, and in the pressure that was felt through the season, was a 6-7 transfer from Tufts, and in the pressure that was felt through the season, was a sixth man. Milobsky has decided to utilize a combination of his height and athletic ability to return to the starting lineup.

McAllister sits out season

McAllister, from page 14

"I feel bad because he's definitely a part of our team," McAllister said of Milobsky. "If he's healthy, I think we're going to be good."

Milobsky has had a history of foot problems. After a long period of rehabilitation, Milobsky has decided to take advantage of his height and athletic ability to return to the starting lineup.

We'll show you where to eat your popcorn.

34th Street's movie guide. Every Thursday in the DP.

34th Street sets & entertainment department

We got a Jump On Summer Internships

Get a Jump On Summer Internships

Attend Through the Maze - A Guide to the Employment Process

Wednesday
January 15, 1992 - 7 pm

Steinwagen-Dietrich Hall - Room 215

ARTHUR ANDERSEN

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO. SC

INTERVIEW DATE: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1992

OPEN YOUR DOOR TO SUCCESS WITH CIGNA

CIGNA

GLOBAL LEADER IN FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES

CORSIDINGLY INVITES 1992 GRADUATES

MATH AND RELATED MAJORS

AND OTHER

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA STUDENTS

INTERESTED IN ACTUARIAL SCIENCES

TO A

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES PRESENTATION

AND

RECEPTION

TUESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1992
7:00 - 9:00 PM

HOUSTON HALL/SMITH-PENNIMAN ROOM

Please contact the BBO Office at 573-5145 if you have any questions.
Look for The Daily Pennsylvanian's page 3 features every day this semester:
No surprises — Bills head to Super Bowl

BUFFALO SQUASHED BY BRONCOS, WASHINGTON MALLS IN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIPS

Bills 10, Broncos 7

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. — The Denver defense, was 11 of 12 for 137 yards.

The Bills were 13-for-21 for 152 yards.

The Denver defense, was 11 of 12 for 137 yards.

Rodney Peete and All-Pro nose tackle Tony Toland, plus the tough tactics of offensive guard Mike Ullery, asserted a game against the Rams.

The single biggest accomplishment was to get to the NFC championship game." — linebacker Chris Spielman added.
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Penn crumbles at Princeton, 55-42

By JOHNNY DELANO
Sports Writer

PRINCETON, N.J. — It certainly was an inauspicious beginning to the Ivy League race for the Penn men’s basketball team Saturday, as the Quakers barely pulled into Jadwin Gym having lost one cylinder and having a second running at under 100-percent efficiency.

Missing from the starting lineup for Penn were two key players. Sophomore guard Brian Housker missed the game against Tulane last week, did not play and will not return for the rest of the season, as he suffers from a stress fracture in his ankle and wrist injuries and will spend 25 minutes of action on the bench.

Penn’s lack of firepower at guard showed, as Princeton built a comfortable, double-digit half-end lead and went on a 11-0 run to take a commanding 14-point lead, 35-21.

Unfortunately for the Quakers, the trend continued. Penn went nearly nine and a half minutes without a shot before thinking of contesting, and they did it well.

The story of the game for the Quakers (2-6 overall, 0-1 Ivy League) was how they sputtered on offense. Penn’s lack of firepower at guard showed, as they had only two cylinders running at under 100-percent efficiency.

Opening the second half, however, the Quakers were rotary out of sync. On first possession, rookie center Jerome Johnson dialed up a three from beyond the arc, but it was blocked.

Going into halftime things were looking up for Penn, as the Quakers entered to have overcome early offensive troubles. With under a second left in the first half, Penn forwards forward Brian Ferrie (10 points, 3 rebounds) tumbled in a basket to cut the Tigers lead to 46-31.

Unfortunately, for Penn, as the Quakers seemed to have over-reacted to going down there and play them again.

“We got beat on transition, we got beat on the boards,” Princeton coach Joan Corliss said, “Nothing good to say. We managed to play decently, but unfortunately the offense and defense created some Iscoring opportunities. It was a second half where the team literally turned itself off. We got beat on transition, we got beat on the boards.”

The Tigers victory was their 17th Ivy victory and 21st overall, while the Quakers dropped to 13-14 overall and 0-1 Ivy League.

M. Hoops McAllister done for season

McAllister done in the Quakers’ starting one, and averaged 11 points per game. However, he has only started five games this season, and has only been in 13 total games for a total of 13 minutes.

By the end of the season, McAllister had started nine games and averaged 5.7 points per game, with 11 rebounds and 1.4 blocks. He also averaged 0.9 assists and 1.2 steals per game.
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